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Ten Thousand Years From Now

Lyrics by
J. KEIRN BRENnan

In a moderate style

Music by
ERNEST R. BALL

They still believe, in old Japan, Should lovers live their earthly span With no lapse of time, nor length of space, Can dim the memory of your face, No

out fulfillment of desire, Or leave unquenched love's sacred fire, They'll tales ten thousand tongues can tell, Could change in me your magic spell, Nor

live again to love at last, When Tho'

still the song within my soul
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ten thousand years have passed.
ten thousand years unroll.

REFRAIN With much expression

Ten thousand years seems a long, long time, To

wait for a dream to come true, But it would

seem but a day, dreaming centuries away, To
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wake at the end with you

For I know just as sure as our

souls endure We'll meet some-where, some-how

And I'll

wake to your song with a love just as strong

Ten thousand years from now.

a tempo

rit.